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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3], Coffman and Schaffer examined the structure of the “memory” M 
that occurs in autonomous linear differential equations with delays of the form 
u’ + Mu = I (1.1) 
under “natural Caratheodory conditions” in a Banach space E. In particular, 
M was a linear mapping from the space of all continuous functions on R with 
values in E to the space of all locally integrable functions on R with values 
in E. The autonomous nature of the equation was reflected in the translation- 
invariance of M. The memories considered in [3] were short memories; i.e., 
the values of Mu on an interval [a, b] depended on u only through its values 
on [u - 1, b]. It was shown in [4] that such a short memory is necessarily a 
continuous linear mapping. Among the results of [3] was a representation 
theorem for M when E is finite-dimensional (see Theorem 4.1 below). 
The purpose of this paper is to take a first step in a parallel investigation 
into the structure of long translation-invariant memories M, for which Mu 
]--co, b] may depend on u through all its values on ]-co, b]. As usual when 
dealing with memories involving unbounded delays, an immediate problem 
is the choice of a suitable domain for the memory (for discussions of this matter 
from different points of view, see [5, 61). In this paper we adopt the following 
attitude: no matter what the proper choice of domain for the memory M may 
be in any particular case, M will act at least on each continuous function that 
agrees with 0 on some left half-line. A first step in analysing M will therefore 
be to determine its action on such functions. We shall assume that this action 
is continuous in a mild sense, and this will be sufficient to guarantee the validity 
of existence and uniqueness results for (1.1). When M is restricted in this 
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manner, we call it a core-memory. We note that the attitude we have adopted 
here rules out an explicit dependence of Mu on the derivative of u, and is thus 
inadequate for the discussion of memories occurring in certain equations 
of neutral type. 
Since we have a fair understanding of the structure of short memories (and 
a suitable resealing permits us to replace the maximum scope 1 of such memories 
by any prescribed positive number I), it is natural to attempt to approximate 
the action of a core-memory by the action of suitably resealed short memories. 
Because we are in “Caratheodory conditions,” there are measurability problems 
that prevent us from carrying out this construction in a completely straight- 
forward manner (for a brief discussion of this, see Part 2 of the proof of 
Theorem 3.1). What we can achieve is recorded in Theorem 3.1. Because 
of the “fuzziness” of the agreement between the given core-memory and the 
constructed short memory (expressed by the appearance of the number I’ > I in 
addition to I), we speak of an “adaptation” rather than of an “approximation.” 
Using our knowledge of the structure of the adaptations, taken from [3], 
we are then able to provide a representation theorem (Theorem 4.2) for the 
given core-memory M when E is finite-dimensional. Its form is, roughly, 
for a suitable operator-valued function G and every continuous f: R ---f E 
that agrees with 0 on some left half-line (the superscript dot denotes differentia- 
tion). Necessary and sufficient conditions-albeit of a less than completely 
satisfactory form-on G are part of our result. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall try to keep our terminology and notation as close as we can to 
those of [3]. 
The set of all integers is denoted by Z, and the subset of non-negative integers 
by G. 
The field of scalars for all linear spaces will always be the field C of complex 
numbers. The norm in each normed space is denoted by 11 11. If X, Y are Banach 
spaces, [X + Y] denotes the Banach space of bounded linear mappings from 
x to Y. 
Throughout the paper, E denotes a specific Banach space. 
We shall be dealing with several function spaces. The domain of the functions 
involved will be either R : = ]-co, co[, or ]-co, 01, or a compact interval 
C--Z, 0] for some number I > 0. These domains are provided with the usual 
metric topology and the Lebesgue measure. 
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For every function f defined on R and every t E R we define the function 
Ttf on R by 
VtfM :=f(s - t) for all s E R. 
The following relations hold: 
T,, = I (identity); T,lT, = Ttttj for all t, t’ E R. 
(The domain and codomain of these (linear) translation operators Tt is deliberately 
left vague.) 
Let the Banach space X be given. We denote by L(X) and by LfO,(X) the 
Frechet spaces of (equivalence classes modulo null sets of) measurable functions 
from R to X whose restrictions to each compact interval are, respectively, 
Bochner-integrable or Bochner-square-integrable, with the topology of, respec- 
tively, L1-convergence or L2-convergence on each compact interval. (L(X) 
could be denoted by L&,,(X).) 
We denote by K(X) the FrCchet space of all continuous functions from 
R to X, with the topology of uniform convergence on each compact interval. 
For each t E R we consider the subspace 
K,,(X) := {f E K(X) 1 f agrees with 0 on ]-co, t]} 
of K(X), equipped with the subspace topology induced by K(X). We also 
consider the union 
K(X) := {f E K(X) 1 f agrees with 0 on ]--CO, t] for some t E R} 
of all these subspaces; it is a linear manifold in K(X). 
The spaces L(X), L&,(X), K(X), K,,(X) are stable under each translation 
operator. 
We shall denote by L&(X) a space defined exactly like L&,(X), but with 
] - 03,0] as domain of the functions instead of R. We shall also use the Lebesgue- 
Bochner spaces L;-,,,,(X) (the domain being [-I, 01) for each number I > 0. 
A mapping F whose domain and codomain are function spaces on R is said 
to be constant-annihilating if F(c) = 0 f or all constants c in its domain; if both 
domain and codomain of F are stable under all translation operators, then 
F is said to be translation-invariant if Tt o F = F 0 T, for all t E R. 
3. CORE-MEMORIES AND ADAPTATIONS 
Let the number Z > 0 be given. A (short) memory of length Z is a linear 
mapping M: K(E) + L(E) such that for each interval [a, b] CR and all 
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f E K(E), Mf agrees with 0 on [a, b] if f a g rees with 0 on [a - Z, b]. (A “short 
memory,” as defined in [3, p. 4521, is a memory of length 1.) A (long) core- 
memory is a linear mapping M: K(E) + L(E) such that, for each t E R and 
all f E h(E), Mf agrees with 0 on ]-CD, t] if f agrees with 0 on ]-co, t]. 
A core-memory M is said to be continuous if for every’t E R the restriction 
of M to K],(E) is a continuous (linear) mapping from K],(E) to L(E)-equiva- 
lently, if M itself is a continuous mapping when &(E) is equipped with the 
direct-limit topology generated by the family (K],(E) / t E R) of subspaces. 
It is easy to see that a continuous core-memory M satisfies the condition (M,,) 
in [2, Theorem 4.41 that guarantees existence and uniqueness of solutions 
for initial-value problems associated with equation (l.l), provided the initial 
value is (a restriction of) a member of G(E). (In [2], iU had K(E) as domain; 
but everything in the work leading to [2, Theorem 4.41 remains valid if the 
domain is assumed to be &(E) instead.) 
We shall be dealing in particular with translation-invariant memories of 
finite length and translation-invariant core-memories. Regarding the former, 
we note that every translation-invariant memory of length 1 is a continuous (linear) 
mapping from K(E) to L(E) [3, pp. 453-454; 4, Theorem 4. I]. 
The following remark may also be helpful. If 1%’ is a translation-invariant 
core-memory that is not merely continuous in the sense defined above, but 
actually is a continuous mapping from K,,(E) to L(E) when &(E) is equipped 
with the subspace topology induced by K(E), then-as is easily seen-AT is 
necessarily the restriction to K,,(E) of a translation-invariant memory of Jinite 
length. 
Let the translation-invariant continuous core-memory hf be given. We set 
bda, 4 := sup 
IJ 
bll~fllIf~~~-,~~~~~~~~llfll < 11 for all a, b E [0, co[, 
0 
and find that the function pM: ([0, CO[)~ --f [0, co[ is isotone in either argument 
and satisfies 
s ‘I/ Mf II < 14s - r, t - 4 p;y llf II for all r, S, t E R with r ,( s < t, I 
and all f E K],(E). (3.1) 
Our first main result establishes, for a given translation-invariant continuous 
core-memory, the existence of a kind of approximation by translation-invariant 
memories of finite length. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the translation-invariant continuous core-memory M and 
the numbers I, I’ with I’ > 1 > 0 be given. Then there exists a translation-invariant, 
constant-annihilating memory 111’ of length I’ such that 
M’f agrees with Mf on ]- 00, t + I] for every t E R and all f E K,,(E). (3.2) 
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Proof. 1. Before discussing the strategy of the proof, we introduce some 
notation. For every t E R we define the linear mapping C,: K(E) -+ K,,(E) 
by the rule 
(Gf x4 := 0 if s<t 
:=fH -f(t) if sat 
for all f E K(E). 
We note the following properties of these mappings: 
II Gf - Gf II s (ypyj llf - f Wll) Xh.d d q3; llf II> X[t,d 
for all t, t’ E R with t < t’, and all f E K(E); (3.3) 
Ct is constant-annihilating for each t E R; (3.4) 
C,T, = T,C,, for all s, t E R. (3.5) 
2. It appears tempting to define M’ by the rule 
VW)(t) := (MC,-J)(t) for all t E R and all f e K(E); (3.6) 
and this method does yield the desired result (indeed with I’ = 2) in the special 
case in which the values of M are continuous functions. In the general case, 
however, the double presence of t in the right-hand side of (3.6) leads to 
inextricable measurability complications that defeat any reasonable attempt 
at assigning a meaning in L(E) to the formula. In the method that we shall 
use we therefore sacrifice translation-invariance in the initial phase, and restore 
it subsequently by means of an averaging process. 
3. Throughout the proof we shall set h := I’ - I > 0. 
For every s E R we define the linear mapping IV,: K(E) -+ L(E) by requiring 
that NJ agree with MCnh+-,f on nh - s + [0, h[ for all n EZ and every 
f E K(E). It follows at once from this definition that 
N s+h - Ns for all s E R. (3.7) 
Let s, t E R, f E K(E), and n EZ be given. Then N,T,f agrees, by (3.5), 
with MC,,-,-,T,f = MT&-(,+,)-,f = TtMC,h-(,++lf on nh - s + [0, h[, 
and therefore TJ’v,T,f agrees with MC,n-(,y+t)-J on nh - (s + t) + [0, h[; 
but so does N,+,f. We conclude that T-,N,TJ = N,+,f. Hence 
NJ-t = T&s,, for all s, t E R. (3.8) 
Let s E R and the interval [a, b] C R be given. Let f E K(E) be given, and 
assume that f agrees with 0 on [a - Z’, b]. Let n E z be given, and assume 
thatI,:=[a,b]n(nh-s+[O,h[)# m.Thenb>nh-s>nh-s-Z= 
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(n + 1)h - s - I- h > a - I- h = a - I’, and therefore Cnh--s-lf agrees 
with 0 on ]-co, b]. Consequently, MC,,-,-,f agrees with 0 on ]-co, b], 
and a fortiori on 1, . It follows that Nsf agrees with 0 on I, . Since this holds 
for all n E h such that I, # ,B, we conclude that N,f agrees with 0 on [a, b]. 
The preceding argument shows that 
N, is a memory of length 1’ for every s E R. (3.9) 
Let s, t E R and f E K,,(E) be given. Let n E E be given, and assume that 
Jn := 1-00, t + Z] n (nh - s + [0, h[) # 0, i.e., nh - s - 1 < t. It follows 
that Cnhmsmlf = f, and therefore Nsf agrees with Mf on Jn . Since this holds 
for all n EZ such that In f .B, we conclude that N,f agrees with Mf on 
]- co, t + 11. We have thus proved that 
If t E R and f E K],(E), then Nsf agrees with Mf on ]-co, t + I] for all s E R. 
(3.10) 
Last, (3.4) immediately implies 
N, is constant-annihilating for all s E R. (3.11) 
4. The next, and most arduous, step of the proof consists in showing that 
The mapping t tt NJ R -+ L(E) is continuous for every f E K(E). (3.12) 
Let s E R, f E K(E), and n EZ be given. Consider t E [s, s + h[. We find 
that Ntf - N,f agrees with M(C,h-t-lf - C,,-,-,f) on [nh - s, (n + I)h - t[, 
and with M(C(n+l)h--t--lf - C,,-,-zf) = M(Ccn+l)h--t--lf - Ccrz+l)++zf) + 
M(C(a+l)k--s--lf - C,Ih--s-lf) on [(a + l)h - t, (n + l)h - 4. BY (3.3) we 
obtain 
II G-t-lf - Cnh-,s-lf II 
G( nh-s~f~--t ol llf - f (nh - t - 41) Xrnn-t-z.m[ F
11 Ch+&-t-lf - Ch+l)k--s--lf iI 
G( (n+l,kp~tr+[s-t,O, llf - f ((n + l)h - t - 41) XC(n+1h--t-WC - 
Therefore, using (3.1) and the isotonicity of p,,,, , we obtain 
s (n+lV--s IINtf - N,fll nk-s 
(a+l)h-t 
< 
s 
II M(Cn,-t-J - C,,-,-,f )I 
nh-s 
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s (n+1vk-s +- II ~Gn+l)a-t-d - G+l)a-s-lf)l1 ( n +l)a--t 
s 
(n-i-l)h-8 
t 1) fif(Gn+a+sf - Co+s-dN 
(ncl~h-t 
.(n+l)h-s 
t 1 !) WChilh--n-J - G-s-zf)ll - (n+l)a-t 
-f (n+*)a-~~&s-t o, Ilf - f((n + l)h - t - 91!) 
-t- [ 
(n+l)h-s 
// M(Ch+ljh+-lf - Gh--s--lf)li. 
(n+l)h-4 
Since this holds for all t E [s, s + h[, we conclude that 
Since n EZ was arbitrary, this implies that 
>izo Ntf = N,.f in L(E) for all s E R and .f~ K(E). + 
A similar proof shows that 
in L(E) for all s E R andfs K(E). 
These two statements together establish (3.12). 
5. We now define the linear mapping M’: K(E) -+ L(E) by the rule 
M’f:- h-l I” (NJ) ds for every f E K(E), (3.13) 
0 
as we may, bg (3.12). 
Let t E A and f~ K(E) be given. From (3.13), (3.8), (3.7) we have 
hM’T,f - I” (NYTff) ds = Tt s” (N,+,f) ds = T, it+n (N,f) ds 
0 0 
:= Tt 
s 
‘(N,f)ds = hT&“f; 
0 
\ve conclude that Jl’T, = T,M’ for all t E A, i.e., M is translation-invariant. 
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(3.13) and (3.9) imply that IM’ is a memory of length I’; (3.13) and (3.10) imply 
(3.2); and (3.13) and (3.11) show that M’ is constant-annihilating. [ 
Remark. We know that AJ’ is continuous. It is, however, easy to show, 
by an argument like that in Part 4 of the proof, that actually 
If 1,l’ are numbers such that I’ > 1 > 0, if M is a translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory, and if M’ is a translation-invariant, constant- 
annihilating memory of length 1’ that satisfies (3.2), we shall say that flf’ is an 
I-l’-adaptation of M. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that E is isomorphic to a Hilbert space. Let the transla- 
tion-invariant continuous core-memory M be given. Then Mf E L:,,(E) for ever3 
f E w9 
Proof. Let a, t E R andf E K,,(E) be given. Set I:= max{l, a + 1 - t} > 0. 
By Theorem 3.1 we may choose a translation-invariant, constant-annihilating 
memory M’ of length 1 + 1 such that M’f agrees with IlTf on ]-co, n + I] 
and hence, in particular, on [a, a + I]. Choose a bounded function g E K],(E) 
that agrees with f on ]-co, a + I]. Then IlZ’g agrees with ill% and hence 
with Mf, on [a, a + 11. By [3, Theorem 8.41 (with a resealing to the length 
1 + 1 > 1 of Al’) we have 
Since a E R was arbitrary, we conclude that Mf E L&,(E). Since t E R and 
f E K,,(E) were arbitrary, the assertion is proved. ( 
Remark. It follows from a more quantitative use of [3, Theorem 8.41, 
or from the Open-Mapping Theorem, that the restriction of M to each K],(E) 
can be regarded as a continuous linear mapping from K],(E) to L&,(E). A 
more thorough use of the results in [3] actually shows that there is a natural 
extension of M to a domain consisting of those members of L:,,(E) that agree 
with 0 on some left half-line; the values of this extension are still in Lf&E). 
4. REPRESENTATIONS OF CORE-MEMORIES 
In this section we develop a representation theorem for translation-invariant 
continuous core-memories in the finite-dimensional case. We rely on the 
representation theorem for short memories in [3], and begin by quoting this 
theorem in a form applicable to our present purpose. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Assume that E is finite-dimensional, and let the number 1 > 0 
be given. 
(a) If M is a (continuous) translation-invariant, constant-annihilating 
memory of length I, then there is exactb one G E LfP,,sI([E --+ E]) such that 
ib Mf = \” G(s)(f (s + 6) - f(s + a)> ds 
‘Cl ‘--1 
jbfbr all f E K(E) and all interzrals [a, b] C R. (4.1) 
Moreozjer, 
the famiZy (11 n J:r eninslrG(s) ds /I 1 n E H) is bounded; (4.2) 
I 0 
the function t N !I s t eifSG(s) ds (1: R + R is bounded. (4.3) -1 
(b) Conversely, if GE Lf-,,oI([E -+ E]) is giwen and satis$es (4.2) OY, 
equie’alently, (4.3), then there is exactly one (continuous) translation-invariant 
memory M of length 1 satisfying (4.1); moreover, M is constant-annihilating. 
Proof. All the assertions, except for the equivalence of (4.2) and (4.3), 
are a restatement of [3, Theorem 8.61 with Q = 0, after an obvious change of 
scale. (4.3) trivially implies (4.2). To prove the reverse implication, we consider 
the entire function F: C -+ [E + E] defined by the rule 
F(z) := s y;, enizs~lG(s _ l,‘2) ds = zeriz12 s ’ enizS’aG(s) ds for all z E C. -2 
By (4.2), this function is bounded on h; by a theorem of Cartwright [l, Theo- 
rem 10.2.31, it is then bounded on R, and this implies (4.3). The theorem of 
Cartwright is applicable because 
lim+yp y--l log 11 F(reie)I1 
< lim sup r-l log re”rlsine1/2 
,+m ( I” ) 
(1 G /I = (n/2) ( sin 19 ( for each 6’ E R. 1 
4 ’ 
If M is a (continuous) translation-invariant, constant-annihilating memory 
of length I, and GEL;-~,~~([E + q) is related to iVl by (4.1), we shall say 
that G represents M, or that M is represented by G. 
We are now ready to state and prove a representation theorem for trans- 
lation-invariant continuous core-memories in the finite-dimensional case. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Assume that E is finite-dimensional. 
(a) If M is a translation-invariant continuous core-memory, then there 
is exactly one G E Lz,,,([E --f E]) slcch that 
j-’ ilIf = 1” G(s) f (s + t) ds for all f E K,(E) and all t E R. (4.4) 
--w --m 
Moreover, for all numbers 1,E’ with 1’ > 1 > 0 there exists G’ E LF-,,,ol([E -+ E]) 
such that G agrees with G’ on [--I, 0] and 
II s 0 the function t t-+ t et%‘(s) ds //: R + R is bounded. -2’ (4.5) 
(b) Conversely, if G E L&([E + E]) is given, and if for every number 
1 > 0 there exist a number 1’ > 1 and G’ E L$,.,oI([E ---t E]) such that G agrees 
with G’ on [--I, 0] and G’ satisfies (4.5), then there is exactly one translation- 
invariant continuous core-memory M satisfying (4.4). 
Proof. Proof of (a). 1. Let the number t < 0 be given. Let the numbers 
I, I’ with I’ > I 3 -t and the M-adaptation M’ of M be given, and let 
G’ E L$l,,o,([E -+ E]) represent M’ according to Theorem 4.1. 
Let g E K,,(E) be given, and define f E K,,(E) by the rulef(s) : = I;==, g(s - k) 
for all s E R (all summands are 0 with finitely many exceptions). Then 
g(s) = f(s) -f(s - 1) for all s E R. 
Since M’ is an Z-l’-adaptation of M, M’f agrees with Mf on ]-co, t + I], 
hence a fortiori on ] - 1, 01. Since G’ represents M’, we have 
j-;, Mf = s”, M’f = /;i, G’(s)(f (s) - f (s - 1)) ds = s:, G’g = lo G’g. 
Since the left-hand side does not depend on 1, l’, or M’, and since g E K],(E) 
was arbitrary, it follows that the restriction of G’ to [-t, 0] does not depend 
on I, l’, or M’ (provided, of course, 1’ > 1 > -t). 
(A similar proof shows that there is at most one G E LT,,,([E -+ E]) satisfying 
(4.4).) 
2. For each n E Z+\(O) we may choose, by Theorem 3.1, an n-(n + I)- 
adaptation Mi of M; by Theorem 4.1, M,’ is represented by a unique G,’ E 
Lf-,,,,,([E -+ El). We define GE L~,,,([E + E]) by requiring that it agree 
with G:, on l-n, -n + l] for every n E Z+\(O). By Part 1 of this proof, G 
actually agrees with GL on l-n, 0] for every n E Z\(O). If I’ > I > 0 and M 
is an IN-adaptation of M, and M’ is represented by G’ E L~m,t,oI([E - El), 
it then follows from Part 1 that G agrees with G’ on [--1, 01. 
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3. Let numbers I, 1’ with 1’ > 1 > 0 be given. By Theorem 3.1 we may 
choose an W-adaptation M’ of M. By Theorem 4.1, M’ is represented by a 
unique G’ E Lf-,,,,J[E + El), and this G’ satisfies (4.5); and by Part 2 of 
this proof, G agrees with G’ on [---I, 01. 
4. It remains to prove that our G satisfies (4.4). Let f E K,,(E) and t E R 
be given. Choose 12 E Z+\(O) so great that f E K,,-,(E). Then Mf agrees with 
Mif on ]-co, (t - n) + n] = ]-co, t], and with 0 on ]-co, t - n]. Now 
111: is represented by Gi , and Gk agrees with G on l-n, 01. Hence 
j;, Mf = J-t, Mf = J;;, MAf = j;n 1 G(s)(f (s + 4 - f(s + t - 4) ds 
= j” G:(s) f (s + t) ds = j-O G(s)f(s + t) ds = j” G(s) f (s + t) 4 
-n ‘--n --cc 
as was to be shown. 
Proof of (b). 1. Let f E K,,(E) and b E R be given. Choose the number 
I > 0 so great that f E Kl&E). By the assumption, we may choose the number 
I’ > I and G’ E Lf-,,,,,([E -+ E]) such that G’ satisfies (4.5) and G agrees 
with G’ on [--I, 01. By Theorem 4.1, G’ represents a continuous translation- 
invariant, constant-annihilating memory M’ of length 1’. This implies that the 
function 
tl-+ 
s 
’ G’(s)f(s + t) ds: R + E 
-2’ 
is a primitive of a member of L(E), namely, M’f. But since f E KJ~&E) we have 
j” G’(s) f(s + t) ds = s” G’(s) f(s + t) ds = j” G(s)f(s + t) ds 
-1’ -2 -2 
= s ’ G(s) f(s + 4 ds -m 
for all t E ] - co, b]. Thus the function 
tt-+ s ’ G(s)f(s+ t)ds: R-+E (4.6) --m 
agrees on ]-co, b] with a primitive of a member of L(E) (namely, M’j). But 
b E R was arbitrary, and therefore (4.6) is a primitive of a member of L(E), 
which we denote by Mf. 
This defines a mapping ilk K,,(E) + L(E); it is obvious from (4.6) that 
M is a translation-invariant core-memory, and that (4.4) is satisfied. 
505/37/2-7 
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2. It remains to show that the core-memos M is continuous. For that 
purpose, let t E R and the number b > t be given. Set I:= b - t, and choose 
1’ and M’ as in Part 1 of the proof. Now M’: K(E) + L(E) is a continuous 
memory of length 1’. Consequently, we may choose a number h > 0 such that 
for all g E K(E), 
For every f~ K,,(E), Part 1 of the proof shows that Mf agrees with M’f on 
]-co, b]; and of course Mf agrees with 0 on 1-00, t]. Therefore 
Since f E Kh(E) and b E It, CXJ] were arbitrary, we conclude that the restriction 
of M to K],(E) is a continuous mapping from K#) to L(E). Since t E R was 
arbitrary, it follows that the core-memory M is continuous. 1 
We have not dealt at all in this paper with the special case in which the 
translation-invariant continuous core-memory M maps K&E) into K(E) (actu- 
ally, then, into K(E)). For this special case, the “continuous case,” it is well 
known (and can be derived from Theorem 3.1 and [3, Theorem 8.71) that 
when E is finite-dimensional we have the representation 
(Mf)(t~ = -j” (~G(~))f(~ + tl --m 
for all t E R and f E K,,(E), (4.7) 
where G: ]--CO, 0] -+ [E -+ E] has locally bounded variation; and that, con- 
versely, for every G: ]--co, 0] --f [E -+ E] with locally bounded variation the 
formula (4.7) defines a translation-invariant continuous core-memory M with 
values in K(E). 
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